
Secure Management 
of Keys & Equipment



Accessibility of keys and equipment is crucial to every business, but keeping these secure whilst readily available, 
without time consuming administration can prove challenging. 

Keytracker products are designed to effectively manage, track and control valuable keys and/or smart devices 
which allows our customers to do what they do best, without the hassle of searching for or replacing lost keys or 
equipment. 

Keytracker products are relied upon 24 hours a day by Property and Facilities Managers, Retailers, Manufacturers, 
Educational Establishments, Government Departments, Airports, The Emergency Services, Motor Dealers, Fleet 
Operators and many more. 

About Us

Some of the businesses that we are currently working with:



Motor Range is one of the most recognisable motor dealers in the North West with a site 
holding approximately £7 - 8 million worth of stock. As their site expanded the operations team 
needed to address the issue of missing keys. Keytracker worked with Motor Range to provide 
them with an Electronic locking system to store and manage all keys. Steve Pearce, Operations 
Manager said “The Keytracker System has proved invaluable to us, since we have had the 
system in place we are able to track the whereabouts of every key onsite.”

Douglas and Gordon is a family owned independent estate agency based in London. Keytracker 
installed a Mechanical System in to each of the 17 Douglas and Gordon branches, which manages 
and secures the multiple property keys. Through the individual personalised access pegs, it 
is always easy to identify who has the keys to a property at any time and reduces the risk of 
opportunist theft. Ailsa Monro, Team Assistant Manager said “The keys are now stored in a much 
safer way, this allows us not only peace of mind but also reduces the risk of lost keys and theft.”

“The system has saved the team time recording and locating 
vehicle keys in the fleet, it has also made the reporting process 
we follow more accurate especially in the calculations of 
staff overtime claims.” Jeremy Barnes, Key and Asset Control 
Software

 “We are very pleased with the new system, it provides 100% 
better key management, and is great to instantly identify who 
has which keys. The service we got from the Keytracker team 
was great, they were helpful and took the time to understand 
what we needed.” Graham Cann, Mechanical Key System

“By rolling out the locker systems across multiple stations we 
can ensure the safety, security and importantly the reliability  
of those valuable pieces of equipment.” Ian Hughes, KT Lockers

What our customers say about us...

Case Study: Motor Range

Case Study: Douglas and Gordon

“We would recommend a Keytracker system to anyone and 
can’t praise Keytracker enough, every bit of our dealings  
with them has been seamless. Everyone I’ve spoken to 
has been unbelievably helpful and friendly.” Ailsa Monro, 
Mechanical Key System

“Since having the systems installed across our sites we have 
seen a decrease in time spent finding the correct keys for a 
building or area and have full visibility of who has accessed 
keys, at what time and for how long.” Andrew Howarth, 
Electronic Key System



The Keytracker Mechanical Key System is a simple peg-in peg-out solution for managing keys; issuing all authorised 
users with personalised ‘access pegs’ guarantees that when a set of keys is removed from the cabinet, the exact 
identity of the person who removed them is obvious at a glance.

Mechanical Key Systems

To find out more about how Keytracker’s Mechanical Systems can benefit your organisation, 
contact us on 0121 559 9000 or visit www.keytracker.com



Magnetic Blocks

Key System Retention Pegs

Mirror Hangers



To find out more about how Keytracker’s Mechanical Locktracker System can benefit your organisation, 
contact us on 0121 559 9000 or visit www.keytracker.com

Using unidentifiable locks to lock out machinery for service and 
maintenance purposes poses a major Health and Safety risk to  
any business. 

By using the simple peg-in peg-out system, the Mechanical 
Locktracker will securely store all numbered locks and keys  
together in their correct position. 

When keys and locks are removed the unique access peg will 
identify which trade and individual is on site and what machine 
they are working on. This provides peace of mind that a  
locked-out machine cannot be made operational by human error.

Locktracker - Mechanical

Mechanical Cabinets

Not only does a Keytracker key management system eliminate  
the risk of opportunist theft, but it also saves hours each week  
in time spent looking for keys. Used together with our secure,  
fast-access, self-closing steel cabinets, the security and 
organisation of important keys is assured.  



To find out more about how Keytracker’s Electronic Locktracker System can benefit your organisation, 
contact us on 0121 559 9000 or visit www.keytracker.com

The T1 unit is the simple solution for storing, securing and keeping track of a single key bunch, tool, 
harness or any equipment. Any item can be secured using one of the range of security seals, up to 1 
metre. Once the security seals have been closed they cannot be reopened to eliminate tampering. 
Staff must use their unique access peg to release the item. At a glance, management or staff can 
quickly and easily identify which equipment is in use and by whom, whilst ensuring a speedy return 
to its correct storage position.

Tool Management



The Keytracker Electronic Key System keeps all keys secure and quickly accessible. The intelligent cabinets 
automatically record all key transactions through a powerful, easy to use software application, providing automated 
email reports and alerts to monitor, control and track every key movement, throughout multi-site operations.

Integration and hosting options mean that customers can manage multiple systems at different locations through  
a single user interface and gives the peace of mind that additional cabinets can be added if requirements change. 

All Keytracker intelligent key cabinets have various access options, including PIN code, swipe card and fingerprint 
reader, with available add-ons including breathalyser units and cameras.  

Electronic Key Systems



To find out more about how Keytracker’s Electronic Systems can benefit your organisation, 
contact us on 0121 559 9000 or visit www.keytracker.com

Automatically recording the service and maintenance history of machines and equipment can improve efficiency 
and schedule routine checks.

By using the Electronic Locktracker, staff or contractors can easily remove a padlock using their unique login to lock 
out the machine they are working on; the system will automatically record all transactions, generating a complete 
audit trail for instant service or maintenance history.  

The Electronic Locktracker can restrict or pre-book padlock keys to an individual, with automatic reports providing 
peace of mind that procedures are followed. 

Locktracker - Electronic



The auditing of key and equipment transactions can be made fast and simple by using Keytracker’s cloud based Key 
and Asset Control Software. Authorised users have fast access to all keys and equipment across sites, allowing the 
assignment of kit or keys from any location; the cloud-based software can be used as a standalone or networked 
recording & reporting system, or in conjunction with the Keytracker Mechanical Key System.   

Features of the software make it adaptable for many different industries, allowing customers to tailor the software 
to individual requirements. Key and Asset Control Software is available on PC’s, laptops, tablets and smartphones. 
Optional features include signature pad, fingerprint or barcode scanners.

Standard modules include: Asset control, Delivery centres, Estates, Properties and Key Holding.

Key and Asset Control Software

Check Items 
In

Monitor 
Software History

Produce Item 
Reports

Produce Admin 
Reports

Check Items 
Out



To find out more about how Keytracker’s Key and Asset Control Software can benefit your organisation, 
contact us on 0121 559 9000 or visit www.keytracker.com



Loss prevention is an important concept in any organisation and in 
many cases, can be vital to personal safety. 

Keytracker Loss Prevention Systems can signal an alarm if any item 
with a corresponding tag passes through a specific area such as a 
doorway. These systems are often used to keep valuable equipment 
on site, as well as restrict specific items or keys to designated areas. 

The KT Gateway is an intelligent doorway system that can be 
retrospectively fitted to any stores area, armoury, storage container 
or workspace. 

The system uses RFID technology to scan and record tagged  
items that pass through the gateway, allowing the secure and 
recorded removal and return of equipment to a specific area by 
approved users. 

RFID Loss 
Prevention

KT Gateway



Access Control & Biometric Integration

Maximise the benefits of your key management system by seamlessly integrating it with your access control system. 
With a variety of Systems such as Paxton, already compatible with Keytracker’s Electronic System, ensure all site 
movements are easily controlled in conjunction with existing systems.

Our biometric integration with ievo adds additional security to Electronic Key Systems, the ievo ultimate fingerprint 
reader ensures cases of unauthorised access to electronic cabinets by stolen PIN or swipe card are eliminated. 
Using Multispectral Imaging (MSI) the reader has been designed to provide highly accurate readings even in harsh 
conditions, making the ievo Ultimate a perfect access solution in any location. 

To find out more about how Keytracker’s Access Control & Biometric Integration can benefit your organisation, 
contact us on 0121 559 9000 or visit www.keytracker.com



Lockers for Business Item Loans

Lockers for Personal Item Storage

Used for the automated management, storage and charging 
of important equipment, the locker systems  
enhance security and improve workplace efficiency whilst 
also reducing theft, damage and loss. 

Lockers in BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) mode allows users 
(visitors, students, staff etc.) to securely store and charge their 
personal items in central locations for short periods to enhance 
visitor and staff experience whilst improving security and safety. 

Operating 24/7, KT Locker systems are relied upon by a wide range of organisations, including schools, universities, 
manufacturing facilities, service operations, armouries and public spaces, to automatically vend important 
equipment to approved users. Built in charging and reporting ensures continuous maximum efficiency.  

Combine the time savings achieved with automated asset loans with the ability to monitor equipment usage 
and status from any device, and the result is a locker system that serves as a real attribute to any business. 

Available as a free to use or pay to use service, the secure locker systems can be implemented to increase revenue 
and dwell time in specific areas or spaces. 



Lockers for Package Delivery

Smart package delivery, laundry and parcel lockers that are perfect for first mile and last mile delivery 
requirements, laundry drop off and pick-up or package collection (when combined with a click and collect service). 
iLockerz package delivery lockers are the most secure and robust lockers available, whilst also being easy to use and 
versatile with over 10 locker door sizes. 

To find out more about how Keytracker’s Lockers can benefit your organisation, 
contact us on 0121 559 9000 or visit www.keytracker.com



Keytracker Ltd
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